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ABSTRACT
Measuring rail system crowding is important to transit agencies. Crowding has applications for
performance management, operations control, safety, service planning, special events planning,
customer information, and platform design. This thesis includes two methodological
contributions to estimate crowding levels along with applications for performance management
and operations control.

The first proposed model consists of a bi-level regression model that transit agencies can
use to estimate the number of passengers left behind on a platform by high frequency trains
operating at capacity. Inputs to the model include automatically collected train departure times
and the number of passenger arrivals between trains, which are derived from automatic fare
collection and vehicle location data. The data are used to calculate the proposed measure of
cumulative capacity shortage, which is shown to have high correlation with the number of
passengers left behind. Model parameters are calibrated based on manual counts of passengers
left behind. A case study using data from the Chicago Transit Authority's Blue Line
demonstrates promising results, with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.81. The model
could be used for post-hoc analysis of crowding performance or, in the context of real-time
operations monitoring, for near-term predictions of passengers left behind.

A second model proposed in this thesis estimates train and platform loads on passenger
rail systems operating at or near capacity. Inputs to the model include train departure times and
passenger origin-destination and station entry times. These data are used to load passengers from
platforms onto trains up to capacity (also determined by the model), leaving any additional
passengers behind on the platform. The model is also calibrated using data from the Chicago
Transit Authority's Blue Line. Two applications for train and platform load data are explored: a
performance indicator that tracks passengers affected by uncomfortable train loads, and an
operations control strategy that reduces the number of passengers left behind and total passenger
time in the system.
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INTRODUCTION
As metro lines become congested, transit agencies benefit from detailed information on where
the congestion is located, when it is taking place, and how many passengers are affected.
Disaggregate train and platform load data empower agencies to make informed changes to
service. Unfortunately, many agencies do not have automated methods for estimating train and
platform loads, and instead rely on manual surveys. These surveys are cost and time intensive
and only cover a small fraction of service. Some agencies have developed assignment models
that use automatically collected data to estimate train and platform loads, but the assignment
models reported in the literature assume that train capacity is fixed. This thesis refutes that
assumption and demonstrates that train capacity is dynamic and impacted by both
station-specific and service-specific characteristics.

The core material in this thesis is presented in two paper manuscripts. The first
manuscript describes a platform-specific regression model that takes automated vehicle location
(AVL) and farecard (AFC) data as inputs and estimates the number of passengers left behind
following each train departure. It has been accepted for publication by Transportation Research
Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board. The second manuscript describes a state
tracking model that takes AVL data and passenger origin-destination (OD) data as inputs, and
outputs the platform load prior to each train arrival along with the train load following each train
departure.

The two models differ in five key ways. One key difference between these two models is
the input data required: the first model can be run with just passenger entry (AFC) and vehicle
location (AVL) data, while the state tracking model also requires OD data (1). Another key
difference is that the first model is prepared only for specific stations while the state tracking
model is built for an entire line (2). The outputs of the two models are also different. While the
first model outputs passengers left behind on the platform, the second model outputs train and
platform loads (3). Unlike the first model, the second model also includes state variables that
track the load of the train along with corresponding platform loads as trains depart each station.
The first model only tracks the state of capacity shortage at individual stations (4). A final
difference is that the second model has more stringent data cleaning requirements. Because train
loads are tracked, the second model requires clean AVL data that is free of erroneous run ID data
and incomplete station departure data (5).

Once agencies begin collecting crowding data, they can use the models proposed in this
thesis to experiment with ways to reduce crowding. Possible applications include:

a. Safety: Platform crowding data can be used to ensure that platform loads don't exceed
safe levels.

b. Informed changes to supplied capacity: Planning departments can evaluate the impact
of changes in service frequency and train length on crowding levels.

c. Evaluating historical performance: Performance management departments can analyze
and measure the quality of historical service delivery. The resulting performance
indicators can be used to identify operational issues that limit adequate delivery of the
schedule.

d. Planning service for special events: Historical crowding data can be used to help
agencies plan service for future special events.

e. Real-time operations control: Historical loading data can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of service restoration programs for managing train and platform loads.
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f. Providing passenger advisory information: Information about typical or expected
loads and crowding at each station can be communicated to passengers. Those with
flexible schedules can use this information to adapt their travel patterns to avoid trains
with high loads and ride more comfortably.

g. Informed changes to platform design to minimize dwell time and increase safety:
Platform load data can help inform changes to platform design that minimize dwell time
and increase safety. Possible improvements include the installation of platform screen
doors, which can decrease berthing/departure clearance time (by increasing the speed that
trains can pull into and out of the platform), decrease boarding/alighting time (by
organizing boarding passengers into queues near each door and clearing a path for
alighting passengers), and increase safety (reducing the risk of passengers falling onto the
tracks).

This thesis explores two applications of the state tracking model. The first application presents a
passenger comfort performance indicator that captures the number of passengers who encounter
uncomfortably high train loads along with the duration of this condition. Agencies can employ
this performance indicator to assess the impact of proposed schedule changes on crowding. The
indicator can also be used to assess operational impacts that negatively affect service delivery.
The second application explores the impact of a real-time operations control strategy on
passenger journey times. This application demonstrates the effectiveness of the state tracking
model as a tool to evaluate the impact of different operations control strategies on service quality.
The results of this process can inform which strategies should be prioritized for piloting.
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ABSTRACT
Measuring rail system crowding is important to transit agencies. Crowding data has implications
for safety, operations control, service planning, performance measurement, and customer
information. This paper proposes a bi-level regression model that transit agencies can use to
estimate the number of passengers left behind on a platform by high frequency trains operating at
capacity. Inputs to the model include the number of passenger arrivals between trains and train
departure times, which are derived from automatic fare collection and vehicle location data. The
data are used to calculate the proposed measure of cumulative capacity shortage, which is shown
to have high correlation with the number of passengers left behind. A bi-level regression
approach is introduced and applied to calibrate the model parameters based on manual counts of
passengers left behind. A case study using data from the Chicago Transit Authority's Blue Line
demonstrates promising results, with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.81. The model
could be used for post-hoc analysis of crowding performance or, in the context of real-time
operations monitoring, for near-term predictions of passengers left behind.

Keywords: platform crowding, train capacity, passengers left behind, automatically collected
data
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INTRODUCTION
Public transit agencies are interested in measuring crowding on their rail systems for safety,
operations control, service planning, performance measurement, and customer information.
While many agencies currently have automated fare collection (AFC) systems installed in their
rail stations, few have automated passenger counting systems on their rail cars. This
configuration allows agencies to calculate the rate of passenger arrivals at platforms, but not
crowding levels without conducting expensive manual surveys. Information on crowding levels
is particularly important when trains running at capacity can leave passengers behind. The model
proposed in this paper overcomes this gap, and could be employed by transit agencies to
compute crowding levels using automated vehicle location (AVL) data and AFC data.

In this paper, we present a platform-specific left-behind (PSLB) linear regression model
that can be used to estimate left-behinds using two simple inputs: automatically collected train
departure and passenger entry data. The model can be applied to any rail system where this type
of automatically collected data are available, including those with tap-in only fare collection
systems. Additionally, the model can be applied to systems with station platforms that serve
multiple lines and directions.

Crowding data has important implications for customer safety. This data is particularly
critical for systems where excessive platform crowding necessitates metering passenger entries.
Between March 2014 and February 2016, Transport for London reported temporarily preventing
passengers from entering stations 1,078 times due to overcrowding. During this time period,
passenger entry to Oxford Circus station was closed 219 times (nearly once every three days) (1).
In 2016, New York City Transit (NYCT) developed a model to forecast platform loads over
concerns that some of their platforms were becoming dangerously overcrowded (2). NYCT's
platform loading model assumes sufficient train car capacities, and as a result, does not estimate
passengers left behind on the platform due to high train car loads.

Most transit agencies' performance metrics focus on delays experienced by trains rather
than customers. However, train and platform crowding data has implications for evaluating
performance as perceived by passengers. Passengers may experience longer waiting time as the
result of being left behind from a crowded train, or they may experience inconvenience as the
result of on-board or platform congestion. Crowding data can help agencies develop metrics that
better capture how customers experience their system, by evaluating how often customers are left
behind on the platform due to overcrowding and how long customers need to wait at a station
before they can board a train with available space. Several agencies with tap-in/tap-out fare
collection systems, such as Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority (WMATA), have developed loading models that estimate train loads (3, 4).
However, none of these models estimate the number of passengers left behind on the platform
due to excessive train car loads. Additionally, neither of these models are compatible with tap-in
only rail systems.

Crowding data is also critical for service planning and scheduling. Information on
passenger loads and crowding can help agencies make more informed changes to supplied
capacity, be it through frequency or train length, to better meet demand and relieve crowding.
Also, as a means for travel demand management, the train and platform crowding data can be
released to passengers to allow them to make more informed choices when they use the system.
Users with more flexible schedules could use this data to make their trips when or where the
system is less congested, helping to decrease peak crowding. Transport for London recently
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developed a signage system that informs customers when their rail system experiences peak
crowding levels (5).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous work on train crowding focuses on establishing excess crowding standards, guidelines
on how to measure crowding, and the impacts of overcrowding (6-10). Travel demand models
and particularly transit network assignment models are conventionally used to estimate train
loads and platform crowding conditions for planning purposes. These models are based on the
economics principle of user equilibrium, which assumes that passengers optimize their path
choices in a day-to-day learning process, based on their previous day's travel, including travel
time, delay, convenience, etc. of the experienced path alternatives. Capacity-constrained transit
assignment models can effectively capture the overcrowding and left-behind phenomena along
with the associated delay or inconvenience, to incorporate in the prediction of passengers' path
choices (11-14). However, conventional transit assignment models, despite their effectiveness for
long term and strategic planning applications, lack the desired precision that is necessary to
generate short term predictions or passenger advisory information. In addition, these models
generally produce predictions for typical days (e.g. weekday peak hours) and are not designed
for special event situations, disruption scenarios, or any kind of abnormality in the system which
could result in excessive crowding and passengers left behind. AFC and AVL data are valuable
sources of data that can be utilized to fill this gap. AFC data not only reflect the travel demand at
a very granular level of space and time, but also present an unprecedented opportunity to analyze
special events and incidents, anytime and anywhere in the network.

New York City Transit (NYCT) has built upon the existing transit assignment
methodologies in the literature and utilized historic AFC and AVL data to estimate train loads in
the New York City subway system. NYCT developed a network flow transit assignment model
that estimates historic train and platform loads (15). However, this model is not designed to
estimate crowding conditions in real time, due to the computational complexity of the model. In
2016, NYCT developed a simplified version of that model to forecast platform loads. However,
the loading model assumes sufficient train car capacities, and as a result, does not estimate
passengers left behind on the platform due to high train car loads (2). Zhu et al. developed a
method for estimating the left behind probability at a specific station and time (16). This method
is only compatible with a tap-in/tap-out fare system.

The platform-specific left-behind (PSLB) model proposed in this paper offers a simpler
and more general method for estimating left behinds that can easily be adapted to any rail
system. Unlike the high computational demands required to run some network flow models, the
computational simplicity of the PSLB model makes it amenable for producing near-term
crowding predictions. The key contribution of this research is developing a general framework
with a regression model to overcome the identified gap in the literature. The proposed model
estimates the number of passengers left behind on the platform using automatically collected
data of train departures and passenger entries.

The next section outlines the framework of the PSLB model. The details of the PSLB
model are described in the model section. An example application of the model is then presented
and its results are discussed. The last section concludes with a summary of contributions and a
discussion of future work.
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FRAMEWORK
This research utilizes AFC and rail AVL data to estimate the number of passengers left behind on
a specific platform by full trains. Both AVL and AFC systems store information in databases that
can later be accessed for analysis. Rail AVL entries include a timestamp and signal block or
location identifier. This data is used to determine when trains depart each station. AFC
transaction records include a timestamp and faregate identifier. This data is used to determine the
number of passengers that enter a particular station between train departures. The framework
proposed in this paper feeds AVL and AFC data into a model that outputs the number of
passengers left behind on the platform.

Figure 1 describes the framework for the PSLB regression model. There are two inputs
for the model:

1. Train departure times AVL data are used to determine when trains depart the station of
interest and optionally upstream stations.

2. Passenger entries AFC data are used to determine how many passengers enter a station
between train departures. Survey data or an origin-destination-transfer inference model
such as the one by Sanchez-Martinez (17) can be used to split entries by direction. As
with AVL, passenger entries at the station of interest and optionally stations upstream
should be obtained.

The PSLB model is independently calibrated for each platform using manually collected
left-behind counts, passenger entry data from AFC, and train departure times from AVL. The
calibration involves estimating platform-specific model parameters, as described in the next
section. The dependent variable in the model estimates the number of passengers left behind on
the platform due to insufficient remaining capacity in the trains serving the platform. Once the
model is calibrated, historic entries and departure times can be fed into the model to estimate
historic numbers of passengers left behind on the platform. Alternatively, near-term forecasts of
train departures and historic or real-time entries can be fed into the model to predict near-term
numbers of passengers left behind on the platform.
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1-Passenger entries (AFC)
2- Train Departure Times (AVL)
3- Passengers Left Behind

Calibration

Monitoring Station-Specific
1- Passenger entries (AFC) Regression Model
2- Train Departure Times (AVL)

Estimation

Post-hoc or
Real-Time Left

Behind Estimates

FIGURE 1 Platform-specific left-behind regression model framework.

MODEL
The platform-specific left-behind (PSLB) regression model is a bi-level regression model, where
the dependent variable is the number of passengers left behind by departing trains and the
explanatory variable is the cumulative capacity shortage (CCS) for every train, as defined later in
this section. This variable is calculated based on passenger arrival data, train departure data, and
a proxy capacity parameter that must also be estimated. A bi-level optimization program
minimizes the model's estimation error by finding the value for the platform-specific proxy
capacity, in the upper level, and finding the linear regression parameter values in the lower
level. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

In its simplest form, the PSLB model is single-variable, but it can also be expanded and
improved by including one CCS variable for each upstream station. Both forms are formulated in
this section and tested in the application section. The remainder of this section introduces the
concept of the CCS variable and describes how to calibrate the PSLB model using AVL data,
AFC data, and manually collected observations of passengers left behind.
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Upper Level Optimization
(Proxy Capacity Estimation)

Minimize e.2

s.f.
-k

= max(c, - I + s' . 0)

cl= 0

1i= ?ci + e

By changing k

k

Lower Level Optimization
(Linear Regression)

Minimize E 2

s.I.
1i = /3Ci + E4

By changing P

FIGURE 2 Bi-level regression model flowchart.

Cumulative Capacity Shortage
CCS captures the cumulative impact of trains arriving with insufficient remaining capacity to
serve all passengers waiting to board on the platform. When the number of passengers intending
to board a train exceeds the available capacity of the train, passengers are left behind on the
platform, and the CCS increases. When the number of passengers intending to board a train is
less than the available capacity, no passengers are left behind on the platform, and the CCS
decreases. Capacity shortages accumulate because passengers left behind by a train increase the
boarding demand for following trains. However, capacity surpluses do not accumulate, since any
space for additional passengers on departing trains cannot be utilized later to reduce platform
crowding. Therefore, CCS is always non-negative.

The available capacity of a train upon arriving at a platform and after alightings have
taken place is an unknown quantity. Knowing the available capacity would allow the calculation
of loads and left behinds directly from platform arrivals. Instead, the model incorporates a proxy
of available capacity, which is calibrated in the upper level of the estimation process.

These concepts can be defined mathematically as follows. Order train departures
chronologically and refer to them by an index i = 1, 2, ... , n. Let p, be the number of passengers
arriving between the departures of trains i - 1 and i, and intending to board train i. Let k be the
available capacity proxy of trains, defined for each platform. The capacity shortage s, of train i is

Si=p, - k (1)
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where
s capacity shortage
i = train departure identifier
p = number of passengers arriving the platform between train departures
k available capacity proxy of trains

The CCS for train i, denoted by c,, can be calculated recursively as follows:

C,= max(c, _ I + si , 0) V i C [2, n] (2)

where
c = cumulative capacity shortage
n = number of train departures

C, =0 (3)

Because CCS is constructed to reflect the physics of train loading and the interactions between
supply and demand under constrained capacity, it provides a nonlinear signal that is highly
correlated with the actual number of passengers left behind, i1. This can be exploited in a linear
model to estimate platform crowding.

ij , c, + -,j (4)

where
/ passengers left behind
,8 regression coefficient
E error term

The regression parameter scales the signal to maximize estimation accuracy. The intercept is
constrained to zero so that no left behinds are predicted when CCS is zero.

Figure 3 illustrates how the CCS and its components change in response to the
availability or shortage of capacity of each train. In this example, the available capacity proxy k,
shown in black, is set to 313 passengers. The number of station entries, shown in yellow, mostly
falls below this capacity, but exceeds capacity on the 4th, 6th, 8th, and 9th train departures. The
difference between the number of arriving passengers and the proxy capacity, shown in blue,
drives the changes in CCS, shown in green. Negative changes in capacity shortage (or capacity
surpluses) decrease CCS when it is positive, reflecting trains picking up passengers left behind
by previous trains, but CCS never becomes negative. Positive changes in capacity shortage
always increase CCS. The CCS value and the predicted number of passengers left behind, shown
in red, become positive when the number of station entries between successive departures
exceeds 313 passengers, but they do not necessarily return to zero once the number of station
entries between successive departures drops below 313 passengers. This feature of the CCS
parameter captures what is commonly observed after a platform accumulates a significant
number of passengers left behind: it often takes several train departures to clear the platform. The
CCS parameter captures passengers who may be denied boarding and incorporates them as
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additional boardings for subsequent trains. The regression coefficients are responsible for the
difference in scale between the red and green lines in Figure 3.

400

300

8 200

0
U)

~,100

0

1 2 3 45 6 7 8 9 10 1 13 14 15 16 19 20 21 22 23

-100

-200
Train Departure Sequence -

-- Change in Capacity Shortage --- Cumulative Capacity Shortage
-Predicted Left Behinds Station Entries
-Available Capacity Proxy

FIGURE 3 Station entries, change in capacity shortage, cumulative capacity shortage, and
predicted left behinds.

Parameter Calibration
The PSLB model contains two parameters that require calibration based on observations of
passengers left behind by full trains: the available capacity proxy k and the linear scale parameter
of P. Calibration requires a manual data collection effort to count the number of passengers left
behind by each train. These observations can later be paired with the number of passenger entries
in AFC. Although the model can be estimated using the total number of station entries, its
accuracy can be increased by splitting station entries by line and direction, either through manual
observation or with an origin-destination-transfer model, and only considering passengers
arriving at the platform of interest and destined for stations served by each train downstream.
The parameters are calibrated to left-behind observations with the proposed bi-level regression.
When recording left-behind observations, it is critical to distinguish (even for a platform serving
a single branch and direction) between passengers who were left behind and those who are
waiting on purpose. When a platform serves multiple branches, lines, or directions, this
distinction becomes more important because far more passengers will choose not to board
because they are waiting for a train of a different branch, line, or direction.
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Once calibrated, the model estimates the number of passengers left behind at the platform
by each train, given CCS data, which can be calculated recursively from AFC and AVL data.
This can be done offline for post-hoc analysis or in real-time for operations monitoring. If AFC
data is not available in real-time, it can be substituted by the typical number of station entries by
time of day, which when combined with real-time AVL data allows estimation of the number of
passengers arriving during each headway. The model could be used predictively if fed near-term
forecasts of train movements.

Incorporating Upstream Information
The PSLB model can be extended to include information from upstream stations, which can
increase accuracy by capturing how congested upstream stations may result in full trains arriving
at the platform of interest. This requires collecting the number of passenger arrivals at each
upstream platform for each train (from AFC data), and calculating CCS for each platform. A
separate capacity proxy must also be estimated for each station in regression. The number of
passengers left behind by each train is only required at the station of interest. For example, the
PSLB model for station D including information about upstream stations A, B, and C would take
the following form:

1Di fiACAi /BCBi +&C + fiDCDi + Di (5)

where
D = station D
A = upstream station A
B = upstream station B
C = upstream station C

APPLICATION
This section demonstrates the utility of the PSLB model with an application on the Chicago
Transit Authority's (CTA) Blue Line. This line was selected because of its high ridership and
reported high level of crowding. In 2016, the Blue Line provided 46.2 million rides or 150,000
rides daily (18). Clark/Lake was chosen as the station of interest due to its high entries, high
dwell time, and high levels of crowding. Left behind data was collected using platform video
feeds for 15 weekday evening rush hour periods (16:30-18:30) in January 2017. Overall, data
was collected for 465 O'Hare-bound train departures from Clark/Lake. 268 of these train
departures left passengers behind on the platform due to lack of available capacity on the train.

Passenger entry data was collected using the agency's AFC system, Ventra. The entries
were split by intended line and direction using an origin-destination-transfer model (17).
Splitting the entries by line and direction is particularly critical at Clark/Lake station, as the
station serves six different heavy rail lines during peak hours. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the
regression results for the bivariate and multivariate PSLB models, respectively. The multivariate
PSLB model includes information from Clark/Lake along with the two stations upstream from
Clark/Lake for northbound Blue Line trains: Washington and Monroe. The model parameters #
and k were estimated individually for Clark/Lake, Washington, and Monroe stations by
regressing the CCS for each run (as it departed Clark/Lake, Washington, or Monroe) against the
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observed passengers left behind by the run at Clark/Lake. The adjusted R2 increases from 0.75 to
0.81 when information from upstream stations (Washington and Monroe) is included.

TABLE 1 Regression Parameters and Statistics for Bivariate PSLB Model

Parameter Value Standard Error T-Statistic

f#Clark/Lake 0.90 0.02 37.22

kClark/Lake 165

Adjusted R2  0.75

N 464

TABLE 2 Regression Parameters and Statistics for Multivariate PSLB Model

Parameter Value Standard Error T-Statistic

flClark/Lake 0.43 0.05 9.20

fiWashington 0.64 0.06 10.69

/iMonroe 0.08 0.06 1.25

kClark/Lake 165

kWashington 139

kMonroe 134

Adjusted R2  0.81

N 464

Figure 4 compares the observed number of passengers left behind with the estimates generated
by the multivariate PSLB model. The model is effective in estimating the number of passengers
left behind. Differences between the model's estimated values and reality can be attributed to
changes in effective train capacity due to the number of passengers with luggage, passengers
using wheelchairs, and varying willingness to board a crowded train, which may depend on the
displayed headway to the next train, time of day, and person-specific attitudes toward crowding.
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FIGURE 4 Left behinds observed and estimated by the PSLB model.

CONCLUSIONS
The number of passengers left behind at platforms by full trains is the result of two factors: the
number of passengers on the platform intending to board and the amount of space available in
the train after alightings. The key contribution of this research is a platform-specific left behind
(PSLB) model that estimates the number of passengers left behind based only on the first of
these two factors. This is significant because, while many transit agencies have an AFC system
that records station entries, very few agencies have automated passenger counting (APC)
systems on their rail cars. The model can be applied to rail lines in which the fare system
requires tapping in but not out.

This is accomplished by introducing the concept of cumulative capacity shortage (CCS),
which reflects the capacity reduction effects that long headways and headway variability have on
a transit line. The model is calibrated to the platform of interest through a bi-level regression of
several parameter values to observations of passengers left behind (manually collected) paired
with the number of passengers arriving at the platform or entering the station (from AFC data).
Once calibrated, the model only requires automatically collected data to estimate the number of
passengers left behind on the platform due to high train loads.

The PSLB model was tested with data from the CTA's Blue Line, producing relatively
accurate estimates, considering the simple model structure. A modest improvement in estimation
accuracy can be gained from including information from upstream stations. The model can be
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used for post-hoc analysis or for short-horizon predictions. The latter could be accomplished by
substituting historic vehicle departure data with vehicle movement predictions, and historic
passenger arrival data with typical passenger arrival rates. During special events, the model can
be used with real-time AFC data, if available, or possibly with historic demand that is adjusted to
the level of expected demand for the special event.

While the PSLB model is effective at predicting the number of passengers left behind on
the platform at high-demand stations, the model is not sensitive enough to produce reliable
left-behind estimates at low-demand stations where passengers are nonetheless sometimes left
behind. These types of stations are often just downstream of high-demand stations that
experience a greater number of passengers left behind. Since low-demand stations have few
passengers left behind, the probability of being left behind depends more strongly on train loads
than the number of passengers arriving at the platform during each headway. Research to
develop a state-tracking model that explicitly estimates train loads at each station in parallel with
estimating the number of passengers left behind is underway.
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ABSTRACT
Measuring train and platform loads is important for transit agencies. Load data can be used by
agencies for service planning, operations control, performance measurement, and provision of
information to passengers. These data also have safety implications for stations where excessive
platform loads pose a safety hazard. The model proposed in this paper estimates train and
platform loads on passenger rail systems operating at or below capacity. Inputs to the model
include train departure times and passenger origin-destination and station entry times. These data
are used to load passengers from each platform onto the train up to the capacity of the train (also
determined by the model), leaving any additional passengers behind on the platform. The model
was calibrated using data from the Chicago Transit Authority's Blue Line. Two applications for
train and platform load data are explored in this paper: a) a performance indicator that tracks
passengers affected by uncomfortable train loads and b) an operations control strategy that
reduces total passenger time in the system.

Keywords: platform crowding, train capacity, passengers left behind, platform load, train load,
automatically collected data
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Introduction
Public transportation agencies are interested in measuring train and platform loads on their rail
systems for safety, operations control, service planning, performance measurement and
passenger information. While many agencies collect station entry data, very few agencies
directly and automatically measure passenger loads on trains. This configuration allows agencies
to compute aggregate passenger flows but not train and platform loads without costly manual
surveys. The model proposed in this paper overcomes this gap and can be used by transit
agencies to estimate train and platform loads using automated vehicle location (AVL) data and
origin-destination data.

This paper presents a state tracking model for estimating platform and train loads using
automatic vehicle location (AVL) and origin-destination (OD) data. The paper also presents two
example applications for the model output: a) a passenger comfort performance indicator and b)
an evaluation of the effectiveness of an operations control strategy on passenger journey times.
The model can be applied to any system where AVL and OD data can be obtained, including
tap-in only systems.

Many transit agencies are interested in estimating platform loads to ensure that loads do
not exceed safety thresholds. Platform load data are particularly important for systems where
severe crowding levels result in temporary station closures. Between March 2014 and February
2016, Transport for London reported halting passenger entry to Oxford Circus station 219 times
[1]. In 2016, New York City Transit (NYCT) developed a platform load model in response to
concerns that certain platform loads were exceeding safety thresholds [2]. The NYCT load model
assumes unlimited train capacity and, as a result, does not estimate passengers left behind on the
platform due to insufficient train capacity.

Train and platform load data have important implications for developing performance
indicators that report on how passengers experience the system. This data can be employed by
agencies to supplement traditional performance indicators, which report delays experienced by
trains, with indicators that report delays and comfort levels experienced by passengers.
Passengers may experience increased waiting times if they are left behind on the platform, or
they may experience discomfort as a result of excessive platform or train car loads. Platform and
train load data can help agencies quantify how passengers experience the system by evaluating
how many passengers are left behind on the platform, how long passengers wait at each station
before they can board a train with available space, and the quantity of passengers who experience
uncomfortable platform or train car loads along with the duration of the uncomfortable load.
Several agencies with tap-in/tap-out fare collection systems, such as Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) and Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), have developed train
load models [3,4]. In 2017, Transport for London (TfL) began publishing station entry, exit, and
interchange flow data along with qualitative line load data in 15-minute increments [5]. None of
these models estimate the number of passengers left behind on the platform and corresponding
train loads in capacity-constrained scenarios. All of these models assume fixed capacities for
each train. Additionally, none of these models can be implemented with tap-in only fare systems.

Train and platform load data are also useful for service planning and scheduling. These
data can be used to inform proposed changes to supplied capacity, through changes to line
frequency or train car length, to better accommodate demanded capacity and reduce crowding
levels. Train and platform load data can also be made available to passengers to help them make
more informed decisions on when they enter the system. Passengers with flexible schedules can
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use these data to schedule their trips when or where the system is less congested, helping to
reduce peak congestion levels [6]. TfL recently experimented with publishing the busiest times
for each station via in-station signage and their website's station pages and journey planner [7].

LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous work on train and platform crowding focuses on transit network assignment models that
are used primarily for long-term planning purposes. These models are built around the
economics concept of user equilibrium, which assumes that passengers optimize their choices in
a day-to-day learning process based on characteristics of their previous day's journeys, including
travel time, delay, crowding levels, etc [6]. Capacity-constrained transit assignment models
incorporate how passengers experience congestion levels and delays due to denied boardings in
the prediction of passengers' path choices [8-13]. However, conventional transit assignment
models, while effective for long-range planning, lack the desired accuracy and computational
time needed to generate near-term predictions [6]. Additionally, these models produce
predictions for typical weekdays and are not intended for use with special events and delays.

In 2016, Nuzzolo et. al. developed a mesoscopic transit assignment model capable of
producing real-time crowding predictions [14]. However, this model assumes that train car
capacities are fixed and not responsive to current system performance. Paul et. al. developed a
train loading model that assigns passengers to feasible train level itineraries using a spatial and
temporal matching process [15]. Zhu et. al. applied a maximum likelihood approach to estimate
access/egress distributions from AVL and AFC data. These distributions serve as the input for an
assignment model that assigns passengers to specific trains [16]. Zhu et. al. also developed a
method for estimating left behind probability using maximum likelihood estimation and
Bayesian inference [17]. However, the methods proposed by Paul et. al. and Zhu et. al. can only
be applied to systems with entry and exit fare control. In 2018, Miller et. al. developed a bi-level
platform-specific left behind (PSLB) regression model that uses AFC and AVL data to estimate
passengers left behind on the platform due to insufficient capacity [6]. The PSLB model can be
used for tap-in only systems. However, this model does not estimate train and platform loads [6].
OD (AFC), AVL, and left behind observation data are valuable sources of data that can be
utilized to overcome this gap. These data sources can be used to build a platform and train load
model where train capacity is flexible and responsive to current operating conditions.

Some transit agencies have experimented with collecting load data directly through
automatic sensing technologies, including weight sensors, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. Nielsen et. al.
developed a method to use weight data from train braking systems to estimate passenger loads on
the Copenhagen rail network [18]. However, many agencies lack rolling stock equipped with
systems to record and transmit weight data. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi signals can be used to collect
origin-destination, transfer, vehicle loading, platform loading data, in-vehicle and station waiting
time data [19,20]. On-board sensors detect passengers' mobile devices through Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi signals and identify each passenger with a unique identifier. Continuous tracking of the
identifier is used to identify where passengers board and alight along with the duration of their
trip. Combining data from sensors on multiple vehicles can be used to monitor transfers. Waiting
time can be estimated by measuring how long a device remains active at a platform. However,
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data collection technology has yet to be widely implemented on transit
vehicles, and they do not count all the passengers, making it necessary to calibrate models to
scale up the number of devices to the full load. Automated fare collection and vehicle location
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data, on the other hand, is much more common. The loading model presented in this paper makes
use of these data sources as inputs.

OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH
This research formulates, implements, and tests a state tracking model (STM) for estimating train
and platform loads that can be implemented on tap-in-only rail systems. State tracking models
have been used previously in the literature to predict future vehicle and platform states. These
near-term predictions were used to develop real-time service restoration strategies [21,22]. While
these models have been applied to hypothetical systems for optimization purposes, the model
proposed in this paper is intended for reporting on current and historical train and platform loads.

The proposed state tracking model offers several benefits over traditional transit
assignment models. Compared with the high computational demands required to execute some of
the traditional assignment models, the computational simplicity of the STM permits fast
generation of near-term predictions. Compared with the transit assignment models surveyed, the
STM does not assume that train capacity is fixed; capacity is estimated with a regression model
that is responsive to current system performance, instead of an equilibrium process. The key
contributions of this research are a) applying state-tracking modeling to estimate platform and
train loads with variable capacity in tap-in-only rail systems, b) quantifying passenger comfort in
rail using the modeled loads, and c) demonstrating a framework to evaluate the potential of an
operations control strategy to decrease crowding. The state tracking model is calibrated with
field counts of passengers left behind.

Vehicle loads can be employed by transit agencies to develop performance metrics that
capture how customers experience the system. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
has recently developed a crowding level performance metric for their bus system.
Sanchez-Martinez et. al. describe a metric, uncomfortable passenger time (UPT), that measures
how long passengers experience uncomfortable crowding levels in bus service [23]. Given
standards for uncomfortable load levels for various types of rail rolling stock, this method can
also be used to compute the time that passengers experience uncomfortable loads aboard trains.

Vehicle loads can also be used by transit agencies for real-time operations control.
Sanchez-Martinez et. al. propose a model for holding control optimization that uses dynamic
inputs for running time and demand [21]. Implementation of this model on a live system can
benefit from vehicle and platform load data, which could be supplied by the proposed STM
model. Berrebi et. al. implemented a real-time holding dispatching method on three
high-frequency transit routes [24]. While their method effectively improves headway stability
and reduces mean passenger waiting time, it could be improved by considering not just temporal
aspects of service quality but also the number of passengers impacted by service.

The next section outlines the framework of the STM. The details of the STM are
described in the model section. Example applications of measuring passenger comfort and
evaluating an operations control strategy are then presented and the results are discussed. The
last section concludes with a summary of contributions and a discussion of future work.

FRAMEWORK
This research utilizes passenger OD and train AVL data to estimate train and platform loads.
AVL systems record train movements in databases that can later be queried for analysis. Rail
AVL entries include a timestamp and signal block or location identifier. These data are used to
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determine when trains depart each station [6]. Passenger OD records include an entry timestamp,
entry faregate identifier, and destination (either inferred for tap-in only systems or directly linked
to a later record for tap-in/tap-out systems). OD data are used to determine the number of
passengers that enter each station between train departures and the number of passengers
alighting a train at each station. Although OD data are not automatically collected in tap-in-only
systems, they can be estimated using AFC data and an inference model [25].

The state tracking model framework, illustrated in Figure 1, has two model components.
The first is a boarding and alighting model that loads passengers onto trains up to the capacity of
each train, alights passengers at their intended destination station, and outputs boardings,
alightings, and train and platform loads for each train departure. The second is a train capacity
model (TCM) that determines the capacity of trains at each platform.

Train State Plafform State

Train Loads Boarding/Alighting Model Left Behinds i

'It

Train Capacity Model

i Calibration

Left Behind Observations

FIGURE 1 State tracking model framework.

The framework can operate in two modes: monitoring and calibration. In monitoring mode, train
loads, effective capacities, and the number of passengers being left behind are unobserved, and
the STM uses the capacities provided by the TCM to estimate them. In calibration mode, counts
of passengers left behind by each train are provided to the STM, which it combines with other
state variables to derive calculations of effective capacity and loads. This calculation is
accomplished by loading passengers onto the train until the modeled and observed number of
passengers left behind are equal. The calibration mode of the framework is useful because it is
easier to count passengers left behind by full trains than to measure train loads in a field survey
(whether in person or through cameras). Used in this way, the model can be used as a way of
increasing the accuracy of load measurements derived from manual data collection. The
calibration mode outputs effective train capacity for each instance where passengers are left
behind, making it a powerful tool to quantify a phenomenon that is otherwise difficult to
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measure. This effective capacity is generally different from a fixed design or policy capacity, as
it is influenced by human factors and changes with each platform visit, but is in a sense the true
capacity for a given instance.

Agencies can use effective train capacity data, generated by the model and backed by
observations, to analyze what behavioral factors affect train capacity. Possible factors include the
location of the station on the line (which impacts expected demand/crowding levels), the time
until the next departure, and the perceived crowding level on the platform. Ultimately, agencies
can use the capacity data to build a predictive train load model that captures passenger
behavioral factors that impact effective capacity.

In order to use the STM in monitoring mode, without counts of passengers left behind,
the TCM must first be calibrated. The TCM is independently calibrated for each platform (those
where passengers are observed being left behind by full trains) using manually collected counts
of passengers left behind, automatically collected passenger entries, train loads after alighting
(from the STM), passengers left behind by the previous train (from the STM), and train departure
times (from AVL data). Calibration involves estimating platform-specific model parameters as
described in the next section. The dependent variable in the TCM model is the capacity of each
train for each train departure. Once the TCM model is calibrated, OD data and train departure
times are fed into the model to estimate train loads and passengers left behind for each train
departure at each station. Near-term forecasts of train departure times and historical or real-time
estimates of OD data can also be fed into the model to predict near-term train and platform loads
for each station departure.

STATE TRACKING MODEL
The state tracking model (STM) tracks platform and train loads after each train departure. This
section presents the formulation of the STM along with definitions of relevant terms. The model
covers a horizon of T consecutive trains (numbered from 1 to T in the order they serve a
platform) serving P consecutive platforms (numbered from 1 to P in the order they are served by
each train). The uncapacitated departing load up, of train t at platform p is given by

u,,t = i,,l - a,,t + d,, V p E [1, P], t E [1, T]()

where i,, is the incoming, or arriving, load of the train at the platform, a, is the number of
alightings, and d,, is the demanded, or uncapacitated, number of boardings, that is, the number of
passengers who wish to board, including passengers who have arrived on the platform since the
previous departure and those who were left behind by the previous train. The latter excludes
passengers who do not intend to board, which may happen at stations serving multiple lines or
lines or multiple branches, when the current train does not serve a passenger's destination.

The capacitated departing (or outgoing) load, denoted by op,,, equals the uncapacitated
departing load u,, when capacity is not reached. When more passengers wish to board than fit in
the train, the departing load equals the trains capacity, c,,. This capacity can vary across trains
and platforms, and is estimated by the TCM, as described in the next section. In the special case
that the train's load exceeds capacity after alightings but before boardings, it is assumed that no
passengers board. This is expressed mathematically as follows:

o,, = max(i,,, - ap,,, min(c,,, up,)) V p e [1, P], t E [1, T] (2)
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The number of passengers left behind by the train, li,,, is simply the difference between the
uncapacitated and capacitated departure loads.

1,, = u,, - og, V p E [1, P], t E [1, T] (3)

It is assumed that all passengers wishing to board, regardless of destination, are equally likely to
be left behind. Since passengers can only board and alight at platforms, the arrival load equals
the departure load of the same train at the previously visited platform. It is assumed that trains
begin each trip empty.

i,, = O,_t, V p E [2, P], t E [1, T] (4)

i1 , =0 V t E [1, T]

By evaluating these formulae sequentially, the state of each train and platform can be tracked,
and vehicle loads can be estimated from train movement and passenger OD data. The
outstanding challenge is that train capacity, a key element of the formulation, is unknown. This is
addressed in the next section.

TRAIN CAPACITY MODEL
The train capacity model (TCM) is a bi-level regression model, where the dependent variable is
the capacity of the train upon departure from a specific platform, cp,, and the explanatory
variable is the demanded (or uncapacitated) load, u,,. This explanatory variable was chosen
because it had the highest adjusted coefficient of determination (R2) when regressed against
capacity compared with other candidate explanatory variables, such as the incoming arrival load
of the train at the platform ip,, , the demanded or uncapacitated number of boardings d,,, the time
elapsed since the last departure, and the time until the next departure. Inclusion of these other
candidate explanatory variables may potentially improve the explanatory model of the TCM, but
would likely require a more complex mathematical model structure than a simple linear
regression model.

The objective of the TCM is to devise train capacities employable in the STM from field
observations of passengers being left behind by full trains at each platform. A bi-level
optimization program minimizes the model's estimation error by finding the value for the
platform-specific train capacity in the upper level, and finding the optimal value of a scaling
factor with linear regression in the lower level, as illustrated in Figure 2 and explained in the
remainder of this section. This process is similar to the one followed in earlier research when
calibrating a platform-specific model of passengers left behind [6].
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Upper Level Optimization
(Proxy Capacity Estimation)

Minimize Ept2

p,t
s.t.

SpIt = max(O, up,)t ~

By changing p= p pt + f

Lower Level Optimization
(Linear Regression)

Minimize IEPt2
p,t

s.t.

'p~t = Pp .p-t + Pp,t

By changing PP

FIGURE 2 Bi-level regression model flowchart.

Capacity Shortage
Capacity shortage s,, is the lack of available capacity on train t to serve all passengers waiting to
board on the platform p. When the demanded load u,, a train exceeds the effective capacity c,, of
the train, passengers are left behind on the platform and s,, is positive. When the number of
passengers intending to board a train is less than the available capacity, no passengers are left
behind on the platform and sp, is zero.

Spa,= max(0, u,, - c,,) V p E [1, P], t E [1, T] (5)

The number of passengers left behind equals capacity shortage except in the special case that the
load after alightings and before boardings exceeds capacity, that is i,, - a,,> min(c,,, u,),
covered in equation 2.

If the capacities of trains were known, final departure loads and number of passengers
left behind could be calculated directly from platform entry data. Since the available capacities
of trains upon arriving at a platform and after alightings, c,,, are unknown quantities, this model
incorporates a proxy of capacity, ^, , estimated for each platform p in the upper level of the
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estimation process, which is proportional to c,,,. From this, we obtain a capacity shortage proxy
proportional to s,, as follows:

^,,,= max(O, u,, - &) V p E [1, P], t e [1, T] (6)

Proxy capacity shortage s , is highly correlated with the actual number of passengers left
behind, li,,. Adopting the approach followed in [6], this can be exploited in a linear model to
estimate the number of passengers left behind.

I,, P, -,,+ I,, V p E [1, P], t E [1, T] (7)

Given some constant ^, and observations of full trains departing and leaving passengers behind
at a platform p, linear regression can be used to find the value of the regression parameter P
that maximizes estimation accuracy. The intercept is constrained to zero so that no passengers
left behind are predicted when there is sufficient capacity [6].

Once c, and P, have been estimated for each platform (only necessary for platforms
where passengers may be left behind due to insufficient capacity), the estimated number of
passengers left behind at a platform p given the uncapacitated load is given by

p,,t = 13iPpt =P max(O, up, - C,) V p E [1, P], t E [1, T] (8)

The train capacity c,, for a specific departure from platform p can also be estimated by
subtracting the estimated number of passengers left behind from the uncapacitated load, as
follows:

c,~U ,-,, V p E [1, P], t E [1, T] (9)

When passengers are not observed being left behind for a particular platform, the train capacity
should be set to the maximum observed crush load.

Parameter Calibration
The TCM includes two parameters that require calibration with observations of passengers left
behind by full trains: the capacity proxy , and the linear scale parameter , Left behind
observations must be collected for each departure where the train leaves passengers behind on
the platform. The left behind observations can later be paired with AVL data using the timestamp
contained in both the AVL data and the left behind observation data. The TCM parameters are
calibrated with left behind observations as outlined in the proposed bi-level regression. When
collecting left behind observations, it is important to differentiate between passengers who were
left behind by full trains and those who are waiting for a different departure. For platforms that
serve multiple lines, directions, or branches, this distinction becomes critically important, as not
all passengers on the platform intend to board the next arrival.

Once calibrated, the TCM model estimates the capacity of each train upon its departure
from each platform, allowing the STM to estimate train and platform loads. The TCM can
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estimate train and platform loads offline using historical data for post-hoc analysis or in real-time
using live, clean data for operations monitoring. If OD data are not available in real-time,
average OD arrival rates can be substituted for real-time OD data by time of day, which when
combined with near-term forecasts of train departures allow estimating the number of passengers
arriving during each headway, by destination.

APPLICATIONS
This section illustrates the effectiveness of the STM with an application on the Chicago Transit
Authority's (CTA) Blue Line. The CTA Blue Line was chosen based on high ridership and high
levels of reported crowding. In 2017, the Blue Line provided 45.1 million rides or 147,000 rides
each weekday [26]. Left behind data were collected for each of the six stations on the
northbound Blue Line during the afternoon peak where left behinds are observed: Jackson,
Monroe, Washington, Clark/Lake, Grand, and Chicago. Left behind data were collected using
platform video feeds for six weekdays during the afternoon peak from 16:15-18:50.

Passenger OD data were processed using the agency's AFC system (Ventra), the agency's
train tracking AVL data, and an origin-destination-transfer inference model [25]. The STM
model was used in calibration mode to produce (l,,, c,,) data pairs with which the TCM was
calibrated. Table 1 summarizes the regression results for the TCM model. Parameters were
estimated for the six stations on the northbound CTA Blue Line where left behinds are observed.
The model parameters cj, and $, were estimated individually for each station p by regressing
s, against l,. The relatively high value of beta for Jackson relative to other stations indicates

that passengers boarding there are more accustomed to getting a seat compared with passengers
further down the line, so a high proportion of passengers in excess of the capacity threshold
proxy 2, (represented by 3 ) choose to stay behind and wait for the next train. On the other
hand, the relatively low beta at Grand and Chicago reflect the tendency of customers at these
stations to board crowded trains. Because Grand and Chicago are downstream of the peak
loading point on the Blue Line (between Clark/Lake and Grand), a low proportion of passengers
in excess of the capacity threshold are left behind on the platform.

Figure 3 compares the observed number of passengers left behind with estimates
generated by the TCM. The STM model is effective in estimating the number of passengers left
behind. Differences between the model's estimated values and reality can be attributed to
changes in effective train capacity due to the number of passengers with luggage, passengers
using wheelchairs, and varying willingness to board a crowded train, which may depend on the
displayed headway to the next train, time of day, and person-specific attitudes toward crowding
[6].
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TABLE 1 Regression Parameters and Statistics for the Train Capacity Mod l

Station C, ^3 Adjusted R2  Standard T-Statistic
Error

Jackson 522 5.98 0.94 0.10 60.52

Monroe 585 0.31 0.67 0.015 20.46

Washington 523 0.16 0.83 0.0050 32.34

Clark/Lake 623 0.32 0.87 0.0078 38.51

Grand 561 0.03 0.56 0.0019 16.30

Chicago 587 0.04 0.64 0.0020 19.47

N = 207
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FIGURE 3 Left behinds observed and estimated by the train capacity model.

While the explanatory power of the STM is quite high, we expect that the explanatory power can
be further increased by including more variables that report on how passengers choose between
when to board a crowded train and when to wait for the next (hopefully less crowded) train. The
time until the next departure is an interesting variable to explore in stations that display train
arrival times. As the time until the next departure increases, passengers are more likely to board a
crowded train, causing the departure load and effective capacity to increase. However, a strong
relationship was not observed, as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Another possible driving factor that was revealed by exploratory data analysis is the ratio of
platform to train load, which we refer to as balance. For example, given a particular demanded
load, as the number of intended boardings increases (and load on the train after alightings
decreases by the same amount), passengers might be more likely to wait for the next train,
perhaps because they perceive more crowding when the platform is more crowded, or because
they perceive more competition to board. Figure 5 reveals a modest relationship between balance
and number of passengers left behind: for a particular demanded load, as imbalance increases
(more yellow), the number of passengers left behind increases. While this explanatory variable
alone does not adequately explain the number of left behinds on its own, it may work well in
combination with others.
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Station design might help explain platform-to-platform differences in capacity. For a particular
demanded load, one station may have more left behinds than another with more platform
accesses, since more accesses might help spread the waiting passengers uniformly along the
platform. Strong relationships were not observed between the proposed behavioral variables and
effective capacity. However, these relationships should be explored further in future research.

Comparison to Previous Models
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the STM, its estimates of number of passengers left behind
were compared to those of three other models:

a. Fixed train capacity model (FTC)
b. Fixed platform-specific train capacity model (FPSTC)
c. Platform-specific left-behind model (PSLB), covered in the first manuscript of this thesis.

The FTC model is built around a fixed train capacity threshold that is uniform for all platforms.
The threshold was the observed crush load for a 2600-series train by the Chicago Transit
Authority. The model parameter was estimated at 1000 passengers with a coefficient of
determination of -0. 13. Once the demanded load u,, exceeds the fixed train capacity threshold C,

(up, - C) passengers are left behind on the platform.
The FPSTC model is built around a fixed train capacity threshold that is estimated

separately for each platform. Once the demanded load u,, exceeds the platform-specific fixed
train capacity threshold Cm, (u,, - C,) passengers are left behind on the platform. This threshold is
estimated for each station where passengers are observed being left behind, using the following
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nonlinear program:

minimize E F 2t
P't '

subject to = (u, - C) + E

by changing C,

The model parameter C, was estimated at 920 passengers for Clark/Lake for northbound CTA
Blue Line trains, calibrated using the same 20 weekdays in June 2016 used to calibrate the STM.
This value closely approximates the observed crush capacity of an 8-car 2600-series railcar, 1000
passengers, which makes sense because C, captures the train capacity above which any
passengers intending to board will be left behind on the platform.

Table 2 compares the explanatory power of the four train capacity models, listed in order
of increasing model complexity:

TABLE 2 Coefficients of Determination for Train Capacity Models

Train Capacity Model Key Features Adjusted R2

Fixed train capacity model A train capacity constant that is constant -0.13
(FTC) CTA crush load across trains and platforms.

Fixed platform-specific train A train capacity that is constant across -0.034

capacity model (FPSTC) trains but different for each platform.
Determined with nonlinear optimization

Platform-specific left-behind Cumulative capacity shortage at each 0.80
model (PSLB) platform, based on a platform-specific proxy

for remaining capacity after alightings.
Estimates number of passengers left behind,
but not loads.

State Tracking Model (STM) Train capacity increases as more passengers 0.87
wish to board, and also depends on the
platform.

The last three models all have platform-specific parameters. The simplest models are the FTC
and FPSTC models, in which capacity does not depend on system state. The PSLB and STM
models track system state to make more informed estimates. The PSLB only tracks the
cumulative capacity shortage at platforms, while the STM tracks the loads of each train.

The key difference between the FTC and FPSTC models is that the FPSTC model is
specific to each platform. This feature improves the performance of the FPSTC over the FTC
because passenger behavior (which affects capacity) varies across stations. For example, at
stations where passengers are accustomed to getting a seat, fewer passengers choose to board
crowded trains, opting instead to wait for the next train. On the contrary, at stations just
downstream of the peak loading point, passengers are more inclined to choose boarding a
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crowded train over waiting for the next one. The negative value of the coefficient of
determination for both the FTC and FPSTC models indicates that these models' estimates are
generally less accurate than the average number of passengers left behind by each train. Since the
FPSTC is calibrated with left-behind observations, the coefficient of determination is close to
zero.

A key difference between the PSLB and the FPSTC is that the FPSTC does not adjust
available capacity in the train based on demand. While there is a fixed available capacity
parameter in the PSLB, the effective available capacity varies with cumulative supply shortage.
While the FPSTC is based on a fixed, platform-specific train capacity threshold, the PSLB
adjusts the capacity threshold based on the demand and how adequately capacity is being
delivered. Another improvement offered by the the PSLB model over the FPSTC is that it
accounts for the impacts of cumulative shortages of capacity on available capacity. The PSLB
model also incorporates demand at upstream stations when adjusting the capacity threshold.

The STM further improves explanatory power because its capacity threshold responds to
the demanded (unconstrained) load, rather than just the number of passengers who wish to board.
The key difference between demanded load (input for STM) and intended boardings (input for
PSLB) is that demanded load includes the train load after alightings. Because the PSLB model
does not track the loads of each train as they moves down the line, the PSLB model implicitly
estimates the load after alighting at each station. Explicitly tracking loads is the driving factor for
the increased accuracy of the STM over the PSLB. Taken together, both the PSLB and the STM
offer a significant improvement in explanatory power over fixed capacity models. These results
refute the assumption that train capacity is fixed and demonstrate that train capacity is variable
(dynamic) and impacted by both station-specific and service-specific characteristics.

The remainder of this section covers two specific applications of the STM:
1. Performance management: The STM is used to measure crowding levels experienced

by passengers during actual service and compares them to expected crowding levels if the
schedule were delivered perfectly.

2. Operations control: The STM is used to evaluate the effectiveness of a real-time service
restoration strategy for reducing the total time passengers spend in the system and the
number of passengers left behind by full trains.

Using the State Tracking Model to Evaluate Performance
Many transit agencies are interested in evaluating the performance of their near-capacity and
over-capacity metro lines. The state tracking model can be used to measure crowding as
experienced by passengers. After identifying load thresholds past which passengers in each type
of train become uncomfortable, the STM can be used to assess the total time passengers spend in
uncomfortable conditions. Additionally, by running both AVL data and schedule data through the
STM, one can evaluate the adequacy of the schedule in meeting passenger demand along with
the operational impacts of real service on crowding.

The STM can be used to assess how passengers are impacted by high train loads by
tracking uncomfortable passenger time (UPT). UPT, as defined by Sinchez et. al. [23] for bus
and again here in equation 11, captures both the duration and the number of passengers that
experience an uncomfortable load over all trips and platforms within the time period of interest,
although it can also be calculated for a single platform or train.
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UPT = I r,, max(O, o,, - L,) (11)
p, I

where o,, is the departing train load, L, is the load above which passengers ride uncomfortably on
train t, and r,, is the running time to the next platform, which is derived from train tracking
(AVL) data.

Figure 6 shows minimum, median, and maximum UPT across days by time of day for 20
weekdays in June 2016 on the northbound CTA blue line during the afternoon peak, for both
AVL and schedule data. In both of these scenarios the same OD dataset was used.
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Panel A on Figure 6 can be used to evaluate the impact of actual operations on crowding levels.
Service disruptions between 16:30 and 19:00 result in greater UPT than what is expected if
service could be delivered exactly as scheduled. Disruptions could be caused by several factors,
including dropped trips (these in turn due to driver absences, vehicles out of order, and capacity
shortages due to the signaling system) and headway variability (due to variability in demand and
driver behavior, as well as lack of operations control). A closer examination of service on days
where actual UPT exceeds the expected UPT can help identify operational causes for excessive
crowding.

Panel B on Figure 6 can be used to evaluate the adequacy of the schedule in meeting the
demanded capacity on the line. From 16:30-17:30, UPT is greater than zero, suggesting that
insufficient frequency is scheduled to meet demand along the line except on days with
below-median demand. This information can be employed by planning departments to make
informed adjustments to frequency.

A comparison of Panels A and B reveals some interesting features about service
delivered during the peak's shoulders, from 16:30 to 17:00 and from 17:30 to 18:00. During the
earlier shoulder, both the expected and actual UPT are greater than zero, suggesting that
increased frequency should be scheduled on the line. On the other hand, during the later
shoulder, only the actual UPT is greater than zero, suggesting that, while the scheduled
frequency is adequate to meet the expected demand, operational issues prevent sufficient
capacity from being delivered, resulting in excess crowding and uncomfortable rides. These
results underscore the need for planning and operational resources to be focused on the peak's
shoulders.

Using the State Tracking Model to Evaluate a Real-Time Operations Control Strategy
When faced with over-capacity metro lines, transit agencies explore many strategies for
increasing capacity and enhancing passengers' experience. Some of these strategies, such as
increasing scheduled frequency, train lengths, and station platforms are quite costly. Other
strategies, such as real-time operations control and provision of passenger information, are
significantly less costly. This section explores the efficacy of an operations control strategy that
would not cost much to implement.

One of the key limitations to implementing real-time operations control methods is the
availability of real-time service data. While many agencies have access to real-time automated
vehicle location data (and near-term vehicle arrival predictions), none, to the authors'
knowledge, have access to real-time farecard or passenger count data to inform operations
control strategies. Therefore, the proposed strategy was designed to only require real-time
vehicle location data.

High reported levels of crowding during the afternoon rush on the northbound CTA Blue
Line prompted an investigation into how a real-time operations control strategy could be used to
relieve crowding on the line. Selected southbound trains during the afternoon rush are currently
short-turned just downstream of UIC-Halsted, using the Morgan middle track, onto the
northbound tracks to supply additional capacity on the northbound O'Hare branch of the Blue
Line. These short-turned trains normally make all local stops from UIC-Halsted to O'Hare.
However, it is possible to deadhead these trains to a station closer to the line's maximum load
point (between Clark/Lake and Grand) to deliver additional capacity where it is most needed.
Jackson was selected as the first station to serve, as it is the station with the second-highest
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entering passengers along the Blue Line. The application presented in this section presents
criteria to inform which trains should be deadheaded, the optimization of the decision criteria
parameters, and an evaluation of the strategy in terms of the total time passengers spend in the
system and the number of passengers left behind.

Dispatching Criterion
Because of the availability of real-time vehicle location data and near-term vehicle arrival
predictions by the CTA, the decision rule was designed to use these data as inputs. Several
decision rules were considered, all based on the ratio between actual headway and scheduled
headway. A low value of this ratio indicates that the train is close to the preceding train, and
could be a candidate for holding (a different strategy not considered here), not dead-heading. A
ratio close to one indicates that the actual train spacing is as planned, and the train should not be
deadheaded. A high ratio indicates that the train is farther from the preceding train than
scheduled, and should be considered for deadheading to help it catch up.

Decision rules based on the current headway, the current and previous headway, and the
current and two previous headways were considered. While the current headway is the most
relevant to the control decision, not additionally considering the previous headways could lead to
myopic decisions to deadhead when the average frequency is close to scheduled. For example, a
headway longer than scheduled is probable following a bunched pair of trains, but the
consecutive passing of two trains may be sufficient to clear a crowded platform. If a short-turned
train is deadheaded after this, it may create a bunch of three trains instead of two, with a long
headway following, leading to long waiting times, platform crowding, and high dwell times and
loads on the next train.

The ratios of the actual headway to the scheduled headway for the two previous
departures were selected as the information with which to decide whether or not to deadhead a
short-turned train to Jackson. This two-headway ratio (THR) was calculated as follows:

ha, i-I + ha, i-2
THR = h + h+ (12)hs, i- I s, i-2

where ha is the actual following headway and h, is the scheduled following headway. The THR
had the highest adjusted coefficient of determination when regressed against the platform
demand (passenger entries since the previous departure plus left behinds from the previous
departure) compared with the one-headway and three-headway ratios.

A second dispatching criterion was implemented to ensure adequate signal clearance for
the deadheaded train. It was estimated that a deadheaded train arrives at Jackson 1.5 minutes
earlier if deadheaded, by not stopping at the three stations between the short-turn injection and
Jackson. Since 1.23 minutes was the lowest observed headway between trains, a minimum
headway of 2.73 minutes was required for a train to be eligible for deadheading.

The two criteria were evaluated for each short-turned train upon being ready to depart the
Morgan Middle track. Evaluation of the two criteria can lead to one of two decisions: begin
loading passengers at UIC-Halsted or deadhead to Jackson.

The dispatching criteria were calibrated using platform and train load data generated by
the STM covering 20 weekdays of northbound afternoon rush (15:00-20:00) Blue Line service.
A number of issues with the AVL data were identified and corrected prior to running the STM,
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including missing or duplicate visits of a train at a platform and out-of-sequence visits. Binary
search was used to determine the minimum (smallest) two-ratio threshold that minimizes total
passenger time in the system, consisting of waiting time and in-vehicle travel time summed over
all passengers. Waiting time was calculated assuming a random arrival process, where average
waiting time is half the headway, in addition to the full headways corresponding to passengers
left behind.

Figures 7 and 8 show total passenger time in system and denied boardings, respectively,
for different THR. Deadheading trains when THR exceeds 1.51 minimizes both the total time in
system and the number of denied passengers. The three trains selected for deadheading to
Jackson over 20 weekdays when THR exceeded 1.51 reduced total time in system by 3,876
passenger minutes and denied boardings by 468 passengers compared with the do-nothing
scenario (THR = 1.79). Figure 9 reveals that, compared with the do-nothing scenario (THR =
1.79), denied boardings either decrease or remain constant across all stations in the THR = 1.51
scenario. Figure 10 displays how platform loads increase slightly at two of the stations
(UIC-Halsted and LaSalle) that were not served by deadheaded trains in the THR = 1.51
scenario. Figure 11 displays how deadheading impacts denied boardings at each station for the
three trains deadheaded in the THR = 1.51 scenario. In this scenario, one train was deadheaded
on each of the following dates in 2017: June 5, 12, and 16. These trains were injected with a
preceding headway of 10.0, 7.4, and 5.9 minutes, respectively, compared to scheduled headways
of 5.0, 3.0, and 2.5 minutes, respectively. While denied boardings generally either remain the
same or increases at the skipped stations (UIC, Clinton, and LaSalle), there are some instances
where the opposite is observed, because deadheading some trains can increase loads on
non-deadheaded trains, resulting in a greater number of denied boardings and longer waiting
times at UIC-Halsted and downstream stations. However, net denied boardings decrease when
trains with THR exceeding 1.51 are deadheaded from Morgan Middle to Jackson. Similarly,
Figure 12 displays how deadheading impacts total waiting time (passenger minutes) at each
station for the three trains deadheaded in the THR = 1.51 scenario. While total waiting time
generally either remains the same or increases at the skipped stations, there are some instances
where the opposite is observed. Nonetheless, net waiting time decreases when trains with THR
exceeding 1.51 are deadheaded from Morgan Middle to Jackson.
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The proposed deadhead dispatching method demonstrates the potential of a low-cost, real-time
operations control method to reduce denied boardings along with the duration of passengers'
journeys, but only when large gaps coincide with a short-turn at the Morgan middle track. While
not all passenger journey times decrease, there is a net reduction in total passenger journey time.

While this experiment demonstrates the benefits of deadheading trains following a
significant gap in service, the threshold for deadheading is not reached often enough to
significantly improve system performance. In the case of CTA's Blue Line, the threshold for
deadheading was only met three times over 20 weekdays during the northbound afternoon rush.
If the criteria for deadheading were fine tuned and the control included holding, it is conceivable
that greater benefits could be expected. However, the bulk capacity shortage needs to be
addressed by increasing the scheduled (planned) capacity through either increases in train length
or frequency.

Despite significant data cleaning efforts, some errors may have remained in the AVL data
set, such that occasionally trains may overtake one another, which may have affected the results
of this case study. However, whatever errors remained were consistent across scenarios. The
experiment was repeated by removing a day of AVL data to test the robustness of the results and,
although there were noticeable changes, 1.51 was still the optimal THR, suggesting that the
overall conclusion would not change with perfectly clean AVL data.
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CONCLUSION
The number of passengers that can board a crowded train is influenced by the load of the train
after alightings and behavioral tendencies that affect passengers' decisions to board a crowded
train or wait until the next train with suitable space. The key contribution of this research is a
state tracking model (STM) that incorporates both of these factors to estimate train and platform
loads using automatically collected train tracking and fare card data. The STM contains a
station-specific flexible train capacity model (TCM) that reflects passengers' willingness to
board crowded trains, which is calibrated using field counts of passengers left behind. After
calibration, the STM requires only automatically collected data (AVL and OD) to estimate
passenger and train loads.

The STM was evaluated using AVL and OD data from the CTA Blue line and produced
relatively accurate estimates of number of passengers left behind (compared with field
observations), and hence also relatively accurate train and platform loads. The STM offers a
marked increase in explanatory power compared to fixed capacity models. The increase in
explanatory power is attributed to the use of a station-specific flexible train capacity model that
captures station-specific passenger tendencies towards boarding trains near capacity. The
explanatory power of the train capacity model could likely be improved by including other
variables besides the unconstrained load, such as the time until the next departure and the ratio of
the demanded boardings to the train load after alightings.

This paper also presents two applications for the STM. The first application demonstrates
how the STM can be used to develop performance indicators that reflect how passengers are
impacted by crowded trains. The uncomfortable passenger time indicator can be used to evaluate
how adequately the schedule meets the demanded capacity, along with how operational impacts
affect delivery of the scheduled service. Future work could develop and evaluate a similar
performance indicator for platforms. The second application demonstrates how the STM can be
used to inform real-time service restoration strategies. Deadheading short-turned trains that
follow a gap in service to a station close to the maximum load point on the line can reduce
denied boardings and net passenger journey times. However, due to the infrequency of gaps that
meet the criteria for deadheading, the strategy has a limited impact on increasing line capacity
and reducing overall passenger journey times and denied boardings. The capacity shortage on the
CTA Blue line should be addressed by increasing the scheduled line capacity, through changes in
frequency or train length. Holding control should also be implemented to improve service
(schedule) delivery.

A number of imperfections in the AVL data were identified and cleaned in developing
this case study. Future efforts to evaluate real-time operations control strategies or to implement
them in the field may also require data cleaning efforts. The calibration of the dispatching
method could be improved by simulating train movements with a dwell time model. The
calibration approach presented in this paper assumes that dwell times (and also running time) do
not change under each deadheading scenario. However, dwell times are affected by the number
of boardings and alightings and should be used to estimate train departure times. Calibration
could be further improved by incorporating signaling system parameters/constraints to better
simulate real train movements. The approach also assumes that demand does not change under
each scenario. However, it is conceivable that reductions in crowding level and journey times
may induce more passengers to enter the system in the long run.
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APPENDIX I: Collecting Left Behind Data Using Platform Video Feed

Left behind data can be collected in a variety of ways. These methods include manual in-person
counts, manual video counts, and automated video counts. The left behind data gathered for the
work in this thesis were collected manually using platform video. This section provides an
example of how to prepare a collection scheme and efficiently collect and organize the
observations.

Preparing the collection scheme
Before beginning to collect data using video platform feeds, it is important to adequately prepare
for the data collection effort. If left behind observations are being collected to calibrate a state
tracking model for a particular line in a particular direction, they must be collected for each
platform where this line leaves passengers behind on the platform.

1. First, ensure that sufficient camera coverage is provided for the intended platform. If any
malfunctioning cameras are encountered, submit a repair ticket. Because cameras are
often malfunctioning or require lens cleaning, it is recommended that camera condition
be evaluated well before the planned start for data collection.

2. Next, identify coverage zones on the platform for each camera. It is easier to do this in
person rather than remotely using only the video feed. Before traveling to the station,
prepare a schematic of the station that includes the locations of the cameras. Some
agencies will have such schematic drawings on file. Also, print still images of each
camera feed. Once at the station, carefully document the boundaries of each zone,
confirming that they are visible in the respective camera feeds (refer to the printed images
of each camera feed).

3. Repeat steps I and 2 for any platforms on the line that leave passengers behind during the
peak.

Executing the collection scheme
Now that the counting schemes have been prepared, data can be collected using platform video
feeds. This section details recommendations for how to efficiently collect left behind data.

1. Identify the peak of the peak time range for the line of interest. Ensure that you extend
the observational time window sufficiently outside of the peak of the peak so that the
beginning and end of the observational time window include trains that do not leave any
passengers behind on the platform. For example, if the peak of the peak is from
17:00-17:30, consider extending the observational time window to 16:15-18:45.

2. Ensure that the timestamp on all cameras (at all stations where passengers are left behind)
is consistent. It is possible that camera timestamps are not consistent across cameras
within the same platform or cameras across different platforms. Place a repair ticket if
this issue is discovered. Failure to perform step two will make it very difficult to combine
observations from multiple cameras at a particular station.

3. Identify a camera that provides coverage of the entire platform. Using this camera, scan
(fast forward) through the observational time window and record the door close time of
any train that leaves passengers behind on the platform. Reconcile these departure times
with AVL data. If AVL and camera timestamps differ, there is likely an error in the AVL
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dataset or the camera timestamp. This step is essential to ensure that observations can be
adequately joined to AVL data.

4. Execute the collection scheme for this station, advancing the recording time to only those
trains that were observed leaving passengers behind on the platform.

5. For a particular date, ensure that left behind data are collected for all trains on the line of
interest at all stations where passengers are left behind on the platform before the camera
footage is erased. Confirm with the IT department how long videos are stored before
being deleted.

6. Repeat steps 3-5 for each day where left behind data are being recorded. Left behind
observations should be collected for at least six weekdays if calibrating a STM for a
particular line (in a particular direction).
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CONCLUSION

SUMMARY
As demand for rail mass transit increases in the United States, many rail lines are nearing or
exceeding capacity. This congestion results in extended journey times when passengers are left
behind on the platform and uncomfortable journeys for those able to board. While a substantial
amount of research has been dedicated to developing passenger load models, none to date have
been calibrated by extensive manual observations of passengers left behind. Overall, this thesis
presents a framework for calibrating left behind and train and platform loading models using
field observations along with examples of how to use the models to inform service
improvements.

This thesis presents two models that can be used to estimate crowding levels on tap-in
only rail systems. The platform-specific left-behind (PSLB) model, presented in the first paper,
estimates the passengers left behind by full trains using automated vehicle location (AVL) and
automatically collected farecard data and has an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.81.
The PSLB model was calibrated with observations made at one station on the northbound CTA
blue line for 15 weekday evening rush hour periods (16:30-18:30). The state-tracking model
(STM) estimates the load of trains and platforms following each departure, employing a
demand-adjusted platform-specific train capacity model that was calibrated with observations
made at each station along the northbound CTA Blue Line where crowding occurs (six stations)
for six weekday evening rush hour periods. It estimated the number of passengers left behind
with an adjusted coefficient of determination of 0.87.

Two applications were explored for the STM. The first STM application details a
passenger comfort performance indicator, uncomfortable passenger time (UPT), that tracks the
number of passengers who experience uncomfortable train loads along with the amount of time
passengers spend traveling in an uncomfortably loaded train. By substituting schedule data for
AVL data as one of the inputs to the STM, agencies can use this performance indicator to
evaluate the impact of proposed schedule changes on crowding. By comparing UPT on the
schedule and actual service, agencies can assess how much crowding is due to operations issues,
such as lack of real-time control, rather than insufficient scheduled frequency. In the case of the
CTA Blue Bine, crowding was mostly due to operational issues such as uneven headways.
However, some crowding was attributed to insufficient scheduled capacity. These observations
suggest that changes to both the schedule and operational practices can improve performance on
the line. The second application explores the effectiveness of a simple real-time operations
control strategy on passenger journey time and denied boardings. This application demonstrates
that deadheading short-turned trains following a large gap in service to a station closer to the
maximum loading point can reduce passenger journey times and denied boardings. However, due
to the infrequency with which trains meet the deadheading criteria, this method offers only minor
benefits in improving overall line performance. Combining deadheading with holding could offer
much greater benefits, since holding (and evening headways) also reduces loads and wait times.
Ultimately, operational control strategies should be considered in conjunction with increases to
the scheduled capacity to reduce crowding levels and waiting times.

This thesis also refutes the assumption that train capacity is fixed. Evaluation of several
types of train capacity models demonstrate how explanatory power is increased when capacity is
permitted to respond to station and service-specific variables. Train capacity models that allow
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for flexible train capacity offer a marked improvement in explanatory power over fixed capacity
models. The observed increase in explanatory power in the flexible capacity models is most
likely attributed to passenger behavioral tendencies that affect their willingness to board trains
reaching capacity. This thesis documents how passenger behavior is affected by station-specific
attributes such as location relative to the peak loading point and the demanded load. Specifically,
as trains approach the peak loading location on the line, passengers are more willing to board a
crowded train compared with stations that are more frequently served by trains with available
seats. The demanded load (the final departure load if all passengers could board) is highly
correlated with the capacity of trains in a station-specific manner. Future research should aim to
uncover additional variables that capture the impact of passenger behavior on train capacity.

FUTURE RESEARCH
Additional work should be carried out by researchers to improve the models and applications
developed in this thesis.

1. Real-time platform and train crowding: Real-time AVL and AFC data can be
employed to generate near-term estimations of train loads using the state tracking model.
Real-time data on entries through station faregates are not currently available.

2. Impact of passenger behavior on effective capacity: The train capacity model (TCM)
may be improved by including additional variables that reflect how passenger behavior
impacts decisions to board a train or wait for the next train. Possible variables include the
time until the next departure and the perceived demanded load of the train (which might
differ from the actual demanded load). Given a particular demanded (unconstrained) train
load, passengers may perceive higher levels of crowding as the imbalance between the
platform demand for boardings and the load after alightings increases.

3. Automatically collected left behind data: Collection of left behind observations
through platform video can be automated. One possible technique may involve the use of
machine learning to estimate left behinds using platform video.

4. Using uncomfortable passenger time (UPT) indicator to uncover sources of service
delivery issues: The uncomfortable passenger time indicator may be used to detect the
root causes for operational issues that result in delays and crowding. UPT data for
particular trains when combined with operations control reports/logs can be used to
uncover possible sources of delays.

5. Simulating train movements: The deadheading dispatching strategy can be improved by
calibrating the strategy with a train movement simulator that incorporates signaling
system constraints and adjusts dwell times based on the number of boarding and alighting
passengers.

6. Holding control: The application of holding and deadheading combined could result in a
greater performance improvement than deadheading alone, since equalizing headways
helps distribute passengers evenly across trains.
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